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We experimentally investigate dissipation in mechanical resonators made of a disordered

superconducting thin film of a Molybdenum-Rhenium(MoRe) alloy. Electrostatically driving the

drum with a resonant AC voltage, we detect its motion using a superconducting microwave cavity.

From the temperature dependence of mechanical resonance frequencies and quality factors, we find

evidence for non-resonant, mechanically active two-level systems (TLSs) limiting its quality factor

at low temperature. In addition, we observe a strong suppression of mechanical dissipation at large

mechanical driving amplitudes, suggesting an unconventional saturation of the non-resonant TLSs.

These observations shed light on the mechanism of mechanical damping in superconducting drums

and routes towards understanding dissipation in such devices. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4976831]

Nanoelectromechanical systems have evolved into an

important platform in modern information technology. They

are extensively used for applications in sensing, filtering, and

timing.1 One remarkable example is cavity opto/electro-

mechanics.2,3 The demonstrations of the quantum ground state

of mechanical resonators have opened new applications of

nano-electromechanical systems (NEMS) in quantum infor-

mation technology.4,5 To this end, the approach of cavity

optomechanics, which uses the interaction between light and

mechanical motion, has enabled the applications of NEMS

towards the near-quantum limited frequency conversion,6,7

temporal and spectrum shaping of signals,8 and a nearly quan-

tum limited frequency-mixer.9

A common implementation of an optomechanical system

is realized by coupling a superconducting drumhead resonator

to a microwave cavity. For quantum-limited performance of

such a coupled system, both the drumhead resonator and the

superconducting cavity should have low dissipation rates. In

recent years, superconducting metal drums10 have emerged as

a popular platform for microwave optomechanics. While such

drums can exhibit very low dissipation, there is also a large

spread in reported mechanical Q-factors10–13 and not many

reports studying the dissipation mechanisms in such devices.

Here, we explore mechanical dissipation mechanisms in

such superconducting drum resonators as a function of tem-

perature and driving amplitude. The variation in the dissipa-

tion rate and resonant frequency with temperature suggests

that mechanically active two-level systems (TLSs)14–16 play

an important role, setting the dissipation in these disordered

superconductors akin to acoustic studies performed earlier

on superconducting glasses.17 By varying the acoustic exci-

tation strength, we further observe an amplitude dependent

damping rate supporting the role of TLSs, similar to the

observations made in superconducting microwave resonators

in response to the electromagnetic field18,19 with electrical

TLSs but with an unconventional saturation of the non-

resonant mechanical TLSs by the mechanical drive.

The drums studied in this letter were made using films of

a superconducting alloy of Molybdenum and Rhenium

(MoRe 60–40). The compatibility of MoRe with HF, oxygen

plasma, and an elastic modulus of �1 GPa makes it an attrac-

tive candidate for making hybrid electromechanical devices.20

The electrical properties of MoRe are well studied, establish-

ing its disordered nature with a residual resistance ratio of

approximately unity and a superconducting transition temper-

ature of 9.2 K.21–24 The electrical dissipation of such films in

the microwave frequency domain has been characterized in

earlier studies25 and recent reports in coplanar waveguides.26

Fig. 1(a) shows an optical microscopy image of our com-

plete optomechanical device. It consists of a superconducting

drumhead resonator and a high-impedance microwave cavity

both made of MoRe. The mechanically compliant drumhead

resonator is galvanically shorted to the high-impedance

microwave cavity, enabling electrostatic actuation of its

motion. The microwave cavity is coupled through the drum-

head to the feedline, such that its response can be accessed in

a reflection measurement. Fig. 1(b) shows a scanning electron

FIG. 1. Microwave cavity readout of a superconducting drum with electro-

static driving. (a) Optical microscopy image of the device. A drumhead

mechanical oscillator is capacitively coupled to the microwave input port of a

high impedance microwave cavity on a sapphire substrate. (b) Scanning elec-

tron microscopy image of the MoRe drumhead resonator. The drum is 30 lm

in diameter and is suspended approximately 290 nm above the gate bottom

electrode. (c) Device schematic diagram: the mechanical drum is capacitively

coupled to the microwave input port. Motion of the drum modulates both the

resonance frequency xc and the external coupling rate je of the cavity.

a)Present address: Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Science,

Bangalore, India
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microscopy image of the drumhead resonator. We apply

microwave signals to the cavity via a mechanically compliant

capacitor. Detection of the motion of the drum occurs through

its modulation of the cavity frequency, xc, and the external

cavity decay rate, je as schematically shown in Fig. 1(c).

To actuate the drumhead resonator, we apply a DC signal

VDC and a small RF signal VAC near the mechanical resonance

frequency xm simultaneously to the input port. Due to capaci-

tive attraction, this signal exerts a force C0gVDCVAC on the drum-

head resonator, where C0g ¼ dCg=dx is the derivative of the

capacitance between the resonator and the feedline with respect

to distance. In order to read out the mechanical motion, we drive

the system with a microwave tone at the cavity resonance fre-

quency xc. Due to electro-mechanical coupling, mechanical

motion modulates the intra-cavity power, creating sideband sig-

nals in the reflected signal. The sideband signals are amplified

and then mixed down with a local oscillator tone at the cavity

resonance frequency. The signal is further amplified and sent to

a spectrum analyzer. Using the mechanical resonator as the cou-

pling capacitor to the cavity enables both the direct electrostatic

actuation of the motion and tuning of the mechanical resonance

frequency using voltages applied to the feedline.

The fabricated samples are placed in a radiation-tight

box and cooled down to 20 mK in a dilution refrigerator with

sufficient attenuation at each temperature stage to thermalize

the microwave signals (see supplementary material (SM) for

measurement chain schematic). We first begin by character-

izing the microwave cavity. The microwave cavity has a res-

onance frequency of xc/2p¼ 6.30� 109 s�1, an external

coupling rate of je/2p¼ 31.0� 106 s�1, and an internal dissi-

pation rate of ji/2p¼ 25.8� 106 s�1 (see supplementary

material for detailed measurements). The red curve in Fig.

2(a) shows the measured mechanical response of the resonator

along with a skewed-Lorentzian fit (light-blue line). The slight

asymmetry in the measured homodyne signal arises from the

finite electrical isolation and is discussed in the supplementary

material. From the fit, we find a mechanical resonance fre-

quency of xm/2p¼ 7.2885� 106 s�1 with a quality-factor Qm

of 50� 103 at VDC¼ 10 V. Fig. 2(b) shows a colorscale plot

of the measured homodyne signal as a function of frequency

of the RF signal used for mechanical driving and DC gate

voltage applied to the feedline using a bias tee. The sharp

change in color reflects the mechanical resonance frequency.

As the DC voltage is tuned away from zero, the mechanical

resonance frequency decreases approximately quadratically,

showing the well-studied capacitive softening effect.27 The

mechanical frequency is pulled by 200 kHz for gate voltages

of 20 V. The mechanical signal is no longer visible around

zero gate voltage due to the vanishing electrostatic force.

In Fig. 3, we investigate the temperature dependence of

the mechanical response from 23 mK to 1.5 K. We measured

the mechanical resonance frequencies and the quality-factors

at different temperatures and at different applied DC vol-

tages, Vg¼ 7, 14, and 28 V. Fig. 3(a) shows the normalized

shift in the resonance frequency for various temperature

points. As the temperature is increased, the resonance fre-

quency increases logarithmically up to a cross-over tempera-

ture of �900 mK. At higher temperatures, we see a slight

drop in the resonance frequency. Fig. 3(b) shows the quality-

factor Qm change as a function of temperature. As the tem-

perature is increased from 23 mK, Qm shows a sharp

decrease for all gate voltages. Above the approximate cross-

over temperature observed in the mechanical frequency, Qm

stops decreasing and saturates at a value around 10 000.

The logarithmic increase in the frequency shift suggests

the presence of two-level systems.16,17,28–30 TLSs can have a

very broad spectral distribution.31 At temperatures

kBT � �hxm, the resonant TLSs are expected to be saturated

FIG. 2. Characterization of the mechanical response of the drumhead reso-

nator. (a) Mechanical response of the MoRe drumhead resonator at 10 V of

applied voltage (red curve) along with the fitted curve (light blue), yielding

a quality-factor of 50 248 and a resonant frequency of 7.2885 MHz. (b)

Colorscale plot of the mechanical response vs. the frequency of the RF drive

signal and the DC gate voltage: the mechanical resonance frequency can be

tuned over 200 kHz with 625 V of DC gate voltage.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of (a) normalized relative frequency shift

df¼ (f0(T) � f0(23 mK))/f0(23 mK) and (b) the mechanical quality factor.

The mechanical quality-factor is determined from fitting to a Lorentzian

function. Measurements are taken at three different voltages 7, 14, and 28 V.

The inset shows the plot of inverse quality-factor Q�1
m . The gray lines are the

numerical fits to the data.
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and not able to contribute to mechanical dissipation.

However, coupling of the mechanical motion to higher

energy, off-resonant TLSs can still have a significant contri-

bution to the frequency shift. Comparing results at three dif-

ferent voltages, the normalized shifts are independent of

mechanical resonant frequency below the cross over temper-

ature. Such a temperature dependence can also be interpreted

in the context of a TLS model: at high temperatures, part of

the mechanical restoring force arises from the dispersive

shift of the thermal population of the high frequency TLSs.

Beyond the cross-over temperature, these TLSs decouple

from the mechanics due to either the changes of their thermal

populations or the relaxation rate. As the TLSs are

decoupled, the mechanical spring constant reduces, giving a

lower mechanical frequency. For an off-resonant dispersive

interaction, the normalized frequency shift is expected to

scale as df/f0¼Cslog(T/T0), where Cs is a constant propor-

tional to the filling factor and TLS loss tangent.31 For the fit

shown in Fig. 3(a), we find Cs� 5.3� 10�5, similar to previ-

ously reported values for mechanical TLSs in disordered

superconducting films.17,32

To compare the behavior of dissipation with the fre-

quency shift, we plot Q�1
m in the subpanel of Fig. 3(b). In

lower temperature ranges, we observe an increase in the

mechanical dissipation rate with temperature, which slows

down as the temperature approaches �700 mK. As discussed

above, the interaction with resonant TLSs can be neglected

due the low frequency of the drum (kBT � �hxm). Non-

resonant TLSs, however, can also result in dissipation due to

the lag between the dispersive shift of their energies due to

the mechanical coupling and their equilibration time with the

bath. The contribution of the off-resonant interaction to the

damping scales as Q�1
m ¼ Cs

CðTÞ
xm

for xm>C(T), where C is

the TLS relaxation rate.31 As shown in Fig. 3(b), the numeri-

cal fits to the mechanical dissipation rate suggest that the

TLS relaxation rate increases linearly with the temperature.

In Fig. 4, we explore the saturation effects of the TLSs

in these drums by applying a large mechanical driving force.

To increase the acoustic excitation strength, we varied the

AC driving voltage for mechanical actuation. Fig. 4(a) shows

mechanical responsivity (also known as mechanical suscepti-

bility and referred to as normalized response) at different

driving voltages in the limits of linear restoring force

(Lorentzian mechanical response) and non-linear restoring

forces (Duffing response from non-linear spring effects). At

higher amplitude drive forces, the responsivity increases,

indicating the presence of a nonlinear damping term,16 but

with a negative coefficient, similar to recent reports with

multilayer graphene resonators.33 Note also, however, that

the net damping, including both linear and nonlinear terms,

is still positive. We also note that the response observed here

has the opposite sign to the nonlinear damping terms to the

commonly observed in NEMS devices.16 In the regime of

linear restoring forces, we can quantify the decrease in the

damping with driving force by fitting the mechanical

response to extract an effective power-dependent quality fac-

tor, Fig. 4(b). Similar negative nonlinear damping character-

istics were also observed in a similar second device (data

included in the supplementary materials). Although a quali-

tatively similar increase in responsivity could also arise from

electrostatic parametric gain, we find that the power of the

AC drive voltage is at least three orders of magnitude to

small to explain our observations by parametric effects.

While a decrease in the mechanical damping shown in

Figure 4 appears similar to the case of the saturation of reso-

nant TLSs in superconducting microwave cavities, such satu-

ration effects are not typically observed when the interaction

with the TLSs is non-resonant as the non-resonant drive is

not able to excite the TLSs directly. The observation pre-

sented here of decreased damping at large mechanical excita-

tion, also recently reported for the case of graphene

resonators, suggests that a strongly non-equilibrium popula-

tion of high frequency TLSs is induced by the low frequency

driving forces, for example, by either strong higher-order

excitation processes or a decoupling of the non-resonant

TLSs from their bath.

In conclusion, we have studied dissipation in mechanical

drumhead resonators made of a superconducting alloy of

MoRe. The temperature dependence of the dissipation and

resonant frequency strongly suggests the presence of

FIG. 4. Negative nonlinear damping of a superconducting metal drum. (a)

Mechanical responsivity (x0/F0) (normalized amplitude) of the drum for dif-

ferent driving forces (Red-light blue: 2.9, 5.8, 11.2, 29.3, and 82.8 pN). As

the driving force is increased (red-dark blue), the responsivity of the drum

on resonance increases, indicating an increase in the mechanical quality-

factor. As the drum is driven into the regime of nonlinear restoring forces

(yellow), the Qm continues to increase, and at higher powers, the Qm in the

nonlinear regime begins to drop, as can be seen by the decreased responsiv-

ity of the light blue curve. (b) Mechanical quality-factor as a function of

mechanical amplitudes. In the regime of linear restoring forces (before the

onset of a Duffing response), Qm is extracted by fitting the curves with a

Lorentzian curve with a Fano correction. A 3 dB uncertainty in power reach-

ing at the sample results in 25% uncertainty in the estimation of mechanical

amplitude.
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mechanically active TLSs in these disordered superconduct-

ing thin film mechanical resonators. At low temperatures, the

main contribution to dissipation and frequency shift stems

from the dispersive interaction with TLSs, with slow relaxa-

tion rates <7 MHz. We further explored the mechanical dis-

sipation while varying the strength of the acoustic field and

observed an amplitude dependent damping, suggesting a

non-equilibrium population of non-resonant TLSs induced

by the mechanical drive.

See supplementary material for device fabrication steps,

cavity characterization, measurement setup, and estimation

of the mechanical amplitude.

The work was supported by the Dutch Science Foundation

(NWO/FOM).
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